
Massive Axe
It slices, it dices...

Half-Goliath
That must have been an intense courtship

North Wastes Tribe
Reading and zippers are for weaker folk

Temper, Temper
Anger can be a powerful tool

Axes

Raw Strength

     Tenacity: Spend 1PP to roll Endure and
add it to your total

     Primal: When you create an asset or
take a complication related to your tribal
upbringing, step it up

     Whirling Death: When you allow your
rage to take over, spend 1PP to step up
or double Body for the action
     Short Fuse: Gain 1PP when you make a
bad decision on account of your anger issues

     Survivor: Spend 1PP when rolling with
one of your highlight skills to ignore a
related complication

     Powerful: Spend 1PP to double Fight,
Grapple, or Move for your next roll

Endure, Grapple, Move

Notice, Tinker, Travel

Fight, Menace, Shoot

Barbarian

x

x
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Gnome
Inherently magical, subtle, and playful folk

Consumate Performer
Play anything, say anything, spin anything

Knowledge Is Power
Magic, music, skills, and drink are my tools

Lute

Crowds

Bardic Tales

Illusion

Raw Charm
     Natural Cantrips: Spend 1PP to ignore
a complication for a die roll that you
have time to prepare for

     Enchanting: When directly interacting
with one person, spend 1PP to step up or
double Spirit for the action

     Wisdom of the Ages: When history or
myth guides you, spend 1PP to create an
appropriate D8 asset
     Jill of All Trades: The first time you use
A D4 skill in a session, spend 1PP to step it up
to D6 for the rest of the scene. Take or step
up a complication to add a specialty as well

     Bardic Magic: You may spend plot
points for anyone who can see or hear
your performance

     Very Small: When you create an asset
or take a complication related to your
size, step it up

Bluff, Notice, Prowl

Flatter, Intuit, Perform

Cast, Investigate, Know

Bard

x

x

Magic Lute
Her music makes you FEEL
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Unwavering Faith
Moradin answers my prayers

Dwarf
Stocky, powerful, fun-loving, crafty folk

Devotee of Moradin
More than dwarves - He created EVERYTHING

Master Craftsdwarf
Armor, soldiers, devotees - proud of 'em all

Battlefield

Stonecunning

Religion

Protection

Blacksmith

     Sturdy As Stone: When you spend a PP to
avoid being taken out, you can step back
Endure for the rest of the session instead of
taking a complication

     Will of the Gods: Gain 1PP when your
faith's requirements go against yours or
your party's personal interests

     Armory: When you adjust someone's
equipment, spend 1PP to give them a hero
die equal to your Tinker die
     Everything Has Its Use: Spend 1PP to
use a complication as an asset for one
action; then step up the complication

     Divine Magic: When you channel the
will and power of Moradin, spend 1PP to
create an appropriate D8 asset

     Carouser: When you create an asset
or take a complication related to drinking
and making merry, step it up

Endure, Intuit, Know

Cast, Travel, Treat

Fight, Notice, Tinker

Cleric

x

x
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Animal Companion
Ferocious, helpful, and loyal

Wilden
Plantlike creatures of the Feywild

Acolyte of the Wilderness
Druidic ritual creates a connection to nature

Wild Shape
Take on a beast form for a variety of needs

Wild Shape

Nature

Conjuration

Wilderness

     Photosynthesis: When in direct sunlight,
step up your lowest die; without any
natural light, step back your highest die

     Commune: When you interact with
animals in a non-threatening manner, step
up or double your skill die; take or step up
a complication to do both

     Hunter's Pursuit: When you fail a roll
trying to track your quarry, spend a PP to
gain a hero die equal to the skill you used
     Primal Guardian: Spend 1pp to use
Travel instead of an attack skill while
defending the wilds

     Druidic Magic: When you harness the
power and beauty of nature, spend 1PP to
create an appropriate D8 asset

     Feytouched: When you create an asset
or take a complication related to your
Feywild heritage, step it up

Endure, Notice, Treat

Cast, Know, Travel

Grapple, Move, Prowl

Druid

x

x
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Ancestral Sword
Forged long ago, it's now yours

The Blade Is Life
More than a tool, the sword also guides

LEEROY JENKINS
Why make a plan when this is more efficient?

Startling Resilience
It's almost like you have a healing factor

Evasion

Repairs

Outnumbered

     Sharpest Edge: When fighting with a
blade, double Brawn; remove the highest
rolling die and keep three for the result

     Conspicuous: When you act as a
distraction for a party member, spend 1PP

to step up or double the die you lend them

     Shake It Off: Step back the first
injury complication you take during
each session
     Diehard: If you have a complication
at D10 or higher, you may add your
Endurance to rolls to avoid being taken out

     Reckless: Gain 1PP when you charge
into a dangerous situation without a plan

     Extension of Self: When you create an
asset or take a complication related to
your connection to your blade, step it up

Fight, Shoot, Tinker

Grapple, Menace, Perform

Endure, Move, Treat

Fighter

x

x
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Mystical Tattoos
Each focuses an aspect of self

Half-orc
What an intense blend of savagery & cunning

Eternal Tide Tradition
The monastary took you in and shaped you

Chaos, Yet Harmony
You are a whirling blend of dualities

Wuxia

Spirit

Ritual

Versus armed

Plain Sight

     Disrespected: Gain 1PP when your
racial history is used against you

     Mental Arsenal: Cash in a D8 or
smaller hero die to create an asset of the
same size for the rest of the session

     Inner Rage: Spend 1PP to use a
complication as an asset for one action;
then step up the complication
     Inner Peace: When trying to resolve
a tense matter peacefully, step up or
double Spirit; remove the highest rolling
die and keep three for the result

     Mental Balance: Spend 1PP to roll
your Intuit and add it to your total

     Physical Paragon: Step back Mind to
step up Body for the rest of the scene

Endure, Move, Travel

Fight, Grapple, Prowl

Intuit, Know, Notice

Monk

x

x
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Faith of the Righteous
What you do is Right and True

Full Kit of Plate
Nothing's getting through this

A Hard Road Ahead
The world is a harsh place, no joke

Chosen of Bahamut
You're a holy warrior with a powerful patron

Nobody Should Suffer
Mercy can be charity... or a swift death

Religion

Immoral

Finishing strike

     Wit's End: When you take a complication
that starts at D8 or higher, you may step
it up to gain 1PP

     Smite Evil: Once per scene, double your
Body when you're certain your target is evil;
take a complication equal to Spirit if they're not

     Martyr: Gain 1PP when you put
yourself directly in danger's path to
protect others
     Trustworthy: Double or step up your
Spirit when establishing trust; if you
ever break that trust, take a complication D8

     Lay On Hands: Spend 1PP to step back
another character's injury or disease
based complication

     Tough as Nails: When you take an
injury complication, spend 1PP to step it
back or rename it to something else

Endure, Fight, Move

Command, Fight, Menace

Intuit, Know, Treat

Paladin

x

x
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Wood Elf
Being feytouched, you are at one with nature

Anything's a Weapon
Bow? Sword? Knife? Staff? You got this

On the Hunt
Tracking & capture are your bread & butter

Creatures

Longbow

Tracking

Survival

Pursuit

     Wild Step: Spend 1PP when you roll
one of your highlight skills to ignore a
complication

     Deep Cut: Spend 1PP to step up a
complication you inflicted with an attack

     Quarry: When silently tracking or
hunting another character, step up or
double Prowl; spend 1PP to do both

     Dedicated: Spend 1PP to add Endure
to your next roll

     Quickdraw: The first time you set the
difficulty in combat, spend 1pp to double
Fight or Shoot; then step it back for the
scene if your opponent succeeds

     Awareness: Spend 1PP to create a D8
asset related to your heightened senses

Move, Notice, Travel

Fight, Shoot, Tinker

Endure, Know, Prowl

Ranger

x

x

Laminated Longbow
Custom-made for your draw
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Halfling
Down-to-earth, very small, and shrewd

If It's Not Nailed Down
Well sure, but what if I want it more?

Trust Me...
Well, if that isn't a phrase that needs context

Silence

Distractions

Disabling

     Good Times: Step up Spirit for a
scene; the next complication that results
from a spoiler you roll is stepped up

     Size Up: Spend 1PP to create a D8
asset related to appraisal or haggling

     Surprise: When you betray an ally, gain
1PP and double the highest complication die
in the ally’s roll
     By the Code: When you make a promise,
spend 1pp to make a D6 asset that lasts the
session; if you break that promise, it
becomes a D8 complication

     Klepto: Gain 1pp when you give in to
the compulsion to steal something that
you really don't need

Move, Prowl, Shoot

Investigate, Notice, Tinker

Bluff, Flatter, Intuit

Rogue

x

x

Precision Thief Tools
Lockpicks, mirror, pliers, etc

Connections
You know... pretty much everyone

     Very Small: When you create an asset
or take a complication related to your
size, step it up
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Changeling
You can look like anyone... except yourself

The Power Cosmic
The source of your magic lies beyond the stars

Out of Control
You're not so sure you can cap all this might

Cosmic Blast

Channeling

Supernatural

Cosmic

     Evil Twin: Gain 1PP when someone you are
disguised as shows up to break your illusion

     Focused: When channeling your power,
double Spirit; remove the highest rolling die
and keep three for the result

     Overwhelmed: When your use of power
results in a complication, step up the
complication to gain 1PP

     Intimidating: When you create an asset
or take a complication related to being one
scary character, step it up

     Unbound: Gain 1PP when the audacity of
your actions outweighs the gravity of the
situation

     Identity Crisis: Step up or double Bluff,
Menace, or Perform for a roll; take or step
up a Dissociating complication

Bluff, Know, Perform

Cast, Notice, Shoot

Command, Endure, Menace

Sorcerer

x

x

Channeling Dagger
This makes it... less explodey
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I've Seen... Things
"Stuff you wouldn't believe if I told you"

Student of the Tower
Years of study has led to minimal understanding

Extremely Driven
"Don't disturb me - I'm working"

Evocation

Magic Devices

Streetwise

Aberrations

Divination

     Contacts: Spend 1PP to step up or
double Investigate for an action

     Library: When you have full access to
your own personal collection of knowledge,
step up or double Mind

     All-Nighter: Whenever you take a
complication related to exhaustion, step
it up to gain 1PP

     Delegate: When working in a group, make
a Spirit + Command roll; success lets each
party member step up one skill for the scene;
failure steps back Mind and Know for the scene

     Inventor: When you create a minor
magical item, spend 1PP to create an
appropriate D8 asset

     Followed: When you create an asset or
take a complication related to your
eldritch experiments, step it up

Command, Intuit, Investigate

Cast, Shoot, Tinker

Endure, Know, Notice

Wizard

x

x

Spellbook
You can't memorize everything
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